
       
Symbols key: - Product Fault 

- Constant LED 

 

Insert battery into the WCP (Callpoint) that you choose to be the Master CP ensuring correct polarity as 
marked on the WCP moulding. Three fast beeps will be heard once done correctly. 

To set as Master WCP, Press and hold the “Config” button with the white plastic key provided for 2s. 
there will be an initial beep when pressed and the button must be released upon hearing a further 
beep after 2s. Communication fault LED on the front will start flashing. 

Slave Callpoint Sounder/Visual Alarm I/O Module 

STEP 2 

Insert battery into the 
device you have chosen 
as shown in the table.  

A orange light will flash on 
the side of the circuit of 
the sounder/visual alarm. 
This should be ignored 
during set up. 

STEP 3 

If paring a Slave 
callpoint or I/O module 

skip to step 4 

Once battery is inserted fit 
circuit into base with four 

screws provided. It is 
essential that all four 

screws are fitted.

Config button 

- Communication Fault - Lockdown/Confinement

- LED flashing 

Battery 

Battery 

STEP 1 – Set up Master Callpoint 

Quick Programming Guide
- Wireless Signalling Solution

Fit 4 screws 

Battery under here 

Only Pair One Device at a time 

The Master display communication fault light will start to 
flash, and a single quick press will stop the flashing.
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To add another device repeat starting from step 4 STEP 7 
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STEP 4 
(Adding a device) 

Switching any device to 
pairing mode is done via 
a single quick press on 
the master config 
button and doing the 
same single quick press 
on the config button of 
the device you are 
adding. 

STEP 5 

Once the new device is 
paired, the fault LIGHTS 
light up on both devices, 
(The communication 
fault light on the master 
will continue to flash), 
The devices then enter 
link verification mode, 
and they will both start 
beeping in sync. 

STEP 6 

A short press on the 
config button on the 
new device you have 

paired ends the process, 
both emit a long beep. 

Once done both devices 
will stop beeping and no 

LEDs will be light up. 

Master Cal lpoint display 

Slave Callpoint display 

Master Cal lpoint display Master Call point display 

Master Callpoint display Master Callpoint display  Master Callpoint display 

Slave Callpoint display 

Slave Callpoint display 

Master Callp oint display Master Callpoint display Master Callpoint display 

Config button 
Config button 
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Unpair Single Devices 

1. If the single device is still functional, hold down the configuration button for 10 seconds, 
a series of beeps closer and closer together is emitted until a continuous sound signal 
indicating that the single device has been unpaired from the network.

2. If the device is no longer functional, it is possible to ask the master device to remove all  
unreachable devices from the network by pressing its configuration button for a long time 
(2s), which then emits a long beep signal that indicates that one or mor e deletions have 
been made, otherwise, it goes into pairing waiting  mode.

Unpair All Devices 
To unpair all devices hold down the configuration button of the Master callpoint (10 seconds) a 
series of beeps closer and closer together is emitted until a continuous sound signal indicating 
that all devices have been unpaired. 

Status indication 
Low battery - A double flash indicates a local battery fault

Device fault - A single flash indicates that one of the network devices is faulty.

No signal indicator - A double flash indicates that it is this element that cannot reach 
its master. 
Radio signal loss fault - A simple flash indicates that one of the network devices 

could not be joined by the master during the last link check 

Master Callpoint display 
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Master Callpoint display 
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 Function summary 

Device LED indications

Device function Button press 

Master device Slave device Not Paired 

Short press (short beep) Pairing mode (flashing 
communication fault 
light)  

Link test mode, static 
‘ON’ communication  
and fault lights. A 
series of beeps 
depending on the 
quality of the signal 

Wait for pairing. 
Communication 
fault light fixed. 

Long press (long beep) Deletes unreachable 
items and then issues  
a very long signal or 
goes into pairing 
mode if no device is to 
be deleted 

No effect Switches to 
Master mode 
then 
automatically to 
pairing mode for 
manual callpoints.  
Not applicable for 
other Devices.  

Very long press (sound signal closer 
and closer and then continuous)  

Cancellation of the 
radio network. All 
reachable devices are 
unpaired. Any 
unreachable devices 
will have to be Reset  
manually  

Unpairing, notified 
to the master if he is 
reachable, otherwise 
the equipment will 
have to be deleted 
manually (see 
"Deleting an element 
of the network")  

No effect 

Communication fault LED Alarm LED Device Fault LED 

Simple flashing: Another device on 

the network can not link to the 

Master Callpoint. 

Double flashing : THIS device can not 

link to the Master Callpoint 

Fixed ON: Another 
device of the same 
type is in alarm on 
the network. 

Flashing : THIS device 
is in Alarm. 

Simple flashing: 

Another  device on 

the network is faulty. 

Double flashing : THIS 
device has a fault. 
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